
for  Terrain Analysis

USE CASE

Leading solar developer uses KNOW, the terrain analysis 
feature of the SenseHawk Solar Digitization Platform, to 
accurately identify alignment issues in PV table structures of 
a project through drone scans and analytics.



VISUALIZE, MANAGE, TRACK, COLLABORATE & REMEDIATE with a single asset-centric 
platform that mirrors the reality of your project.

Solar Digitization Platform or SDP

Custom-built for Solar, the SenseHawk SDP offers powerful features for every stage of your 
asset lifecycle. Built around an intelligent system model, the SenseHawk SDP keeps you in 
the KNOW, helps you BUILD, moves WORK forward, lets your teams COLLAB, and allows you 
to OBSERVE and remediate asset issues.

SenseHawk SDP Features

100+
GIGAWATTS

600+
SITES
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COUNTRIES
20+

CUSTOMERS
100+

The SenseHawk SDP, 
accessible on web 
and mobile

Figure:



Mobile app to navigate to a task or 
location of a defect. Attach 
observations, photos, videos, or 
forms and chat with the team. Work 
offline & sync when connected.

GO
The map-powered app
that works offline

Tracking & scheduling of work 
using forms, tasks, & workflows. 
Field-friendly mobile app for onsite 
teams with built-in map views 
overlaid on asset data from AIM.

WORK
Map-based, end-to-end 
site work management

Real-time coordination with job 
sites on desktop & mobile app to 
enable timely access to 
information, contextual 
communication, &  notifications.

COLLAB
All you need to keep 
your teams in the know

Get alerted to hotspots, see 
classified hotspot types, view 
defect locations, & schedule 
remediation tasks. Evaluate energy 
loss & track defects over time.

OBSERVE
Drive remediation and
never miss a defect

Construction management suite to 
schedule projects, assign jobs, build 
workflows, configure quality controls, 
digitize documentation, & unify onsite 
& stakeholder reporting.

BUILD
Full-featured solar 
construction management

Actionable insights into site 
planning. Location-specific views & 
data on in-built GIS that integrates 
layered inputs from SRTM, ALTA, & 
other surveys.

KNOW
Actionable insights for 
planning your site

AIM
Asset Information Model
System model of your 
asset’s digital twin
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User Interface for
the SDP KNOW feature

Access, organize, and share 
project data, including 
terrain information and 
sensor-driven reports, from 
a centralized location.

FILES

Access map views 
detailing site topography, 
design layout, 
construction monitoring, 
as-built layout, irradiance, 
and more for site planning 
needs.

TERRAIN ANALYSIS

Easily understand map 
information based on 
color-coded elements 
and related legends.

COLOR CODING
View the design layout of the 
site on a map and customize 
views by choosing to show 
or hide design layers such 
as civil, electrical, and 
mechanical.

DESIGN LAYOUT

Visualize site work 
progress, including 
roadwork, HT works, 
MCR, ICR, fencing, DC 
works, MMS foundation, 
and module installation.

CONSTRUCTION 
MONITORING

Use filters to customize 
terrain map views to 
include/exclude various 
layers of vector data.

MAP FILTERS
View base maps with 
integrated raster and vector 
layers from ALTA and drone 
surveys, hydrology studies, 
land use and ecology maps, 
and CAD.

ENRICHED MAPS
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USER INTERFACE FOR BUILD FEATURE ON THE SDP
CASE STUDY

Case Study

At a Glance

The KNOW feature is a custom-built, mobile-accessible GIS for all site planning needs. 
Input-agnostic, it enables location-specific views that reduce plan times and support 
construction. Below is a specific use case where a leading solar developer uses KNOW to 
accurately identify alignment issues across the PV table structures in a project.

 A solar power developer needs to quickly and accurately 
identify alignment issues across the PV tables installed on the 
photovoltaic (PV) portions of its 950 MW project. 
Misalignment in the PV tables can damage the expensive 
automatic cleaning system installed on them. Using 
traditional manual inspection methods will take months to 
complete, disturbing the commissioning schedule.

 SenseHawk proposes using the KNOW feature of the SDP to 
run drone scans and analytics to locate and flag the alignment 
deviations in the table structure.

 SenseHawk provides the site developer with a comprehensive 
report of defect locations and details within 10 days. This helps 
the project owner address the alignment issues well ahead of the 
scheduled commissioning and commercial operation dates.

GIS interface that integrates raster and 
vector layers from ALTA and drone 
surveys, hydrology studies, land use and 
ecology maps, CAD, and more 

Figure:
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The Client’s Problem

The single-site concentrated solar power (CSP) project, spread across 8 square kilometers 
and featuring over 3.2 million solar panels, has nearly 250 MW built using PV technology. 
The project is in an arid region where soiling and shading can significantly impact PV cell 
yield. To prevent this, the owner has set up an automated cleaning process. The waterless 
solar-panel cleaning system comprises 1,400 robots that travel nearly 1,600 kilometers a 
day across the tables.

The precision cleaning robots, however, have a low tolerance range for height or width 
variations in the PV module structures they traverse from one end of the site to the other. 
Irregular alignment of adjoining tables causes the robots to veer off-course or derail, 
damaging their motors. The owner needs to ensure that the tables are correctly aligned in 
time for the scheduled commissioning and commercial operation dates. Automation is key, 
as manual inspection and assessment of the alignment will take months. 

A leading solar power developer, investor, co-owner, and operator has an issue at one of its 
project sites. Alignment mismatches in the installed solar module structures at the 
utility-scale site are exposing the expensive robotic panel-cleaning system implemented 
over these tables to damage.

Instance of misalignment in 
elevation between adjacent 
PV tables

Figure:
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The variance in the PV 
table is identified on a 3D 
model of the powerplant 
on the SDP

Figure:

SenseHawk’s Proposal

A 3D model of the powerplant is created on the SDP. Proprietary machine-learning 
algorithms applied to the imagery then flag deviations in height, elevation, and direction with 
respect to the adjacent table. A downloadable and shareable digital report of the deviations 
can be easily generated for the asset operator.

SenseHawk proposes using KNOW, the terrain analysis and site planning feature of the SDP, to 
leverage drone-scan analytics and get an actionable report with the locations of all the 
alignment issues in the PV table structure. The elevation variation range desired by the operator 
is narrow, at 8-12 mm.
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Using manual inspection methods would have taken months to complete, delaying the 
powerplant's commissioning and commercial operation dates. Uncovering the defects at a 
later stage, after the start of operations, would have made them difficult to rectify, and 
created a persistent problem throughout the operational life of the asset.

Instead, SenseHawk is able to help the owner get highly accurate, actionable information 
rapidly, allowing the defects to be fixed in time to leave the commissioning and commercial 
operation dates unchanged.

The ResultThe Result
SenseHawk is able to provide the asset operator with highly accurate, actionable 
information on the alignment defects across the 250 MW within 10 days. This allows the 
operator to address the alignment issues, protect its expensive robotic cleaning system, 
and leave the planned asset commissioning schedule undisturbed.

Final defect report 
in Excel detailing 

variations

Figure:
Map view of the 
defects on the 
SenseHawk mobile 
app, GO

Figure:
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USER INTERFACE FOR BUILD FEATURE ON THE SDP
CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY
The BUILD feature helps schedule projects, assign jobs, build workflows, configure quality controls, digitize 
documentation, unify onsite and stakeholder reporting, and more. Below is a specific use case where an  EPC 
uses BUILD to continuously track work progress.

KNOW In Time, Everytime

Alignment shifts beyond a narrow 8–12 mm range will cause motor damage or topple the 
robots from the PV tables. With a fast-approaching commissioning date and an expensive 
investment to protect, the developer approaches SenseHawk for a solution.

Using the KNOW feature of the SenseHawk SDP helps the operator accurately pinpoint any 
variance in the PV tables within 10 days. The developer is able to swiftly remediate the 
issues and stay on track for the planned commissioning and commercial operation dates. 
Traditional methods to do the same work would have taken months and been prone to 
human error.

This power developer-operator, working on one of the largest CSP energy plants in the world, 
wants the latest and most effective technology to fix every unexpected glitch in its well-laid 
plans. Recognizing that the cleaning robots, used in the automated cleaning system 
implemented on the PV sections of the project, have a low tolerance for changes in height or 
width alignment between adjacent PV tables in the structure they traverse, the developer 
wants to find an efficient solution.

Map view of 
powerplant site layout

Figure:
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Complete desktop land studies on KNOW help streamline site evaluation through insights 
on the energy potential, interconnection points, planning needs, and required approvals.

By uploading the CAD and as-built drawings of the project to the SDP and associating 
component details using the Asset Information Model (AIM), KNOW provides an enriched 
map interface for easy monitoring and management of defects using Tasks, Forms, and GO. 
Secure, version-controlled access to all site-related information eliminates data silos, 
improves collaboration, and speeds up remediation to provide cost efficiencies.

Assessing site feasibility with 
detailed terrain inputs from 
different sources layered on a 
map view

Figure:

About KNOWAbout KNOW
Custom built for solar, KNOW brings all the project GIS and CAD data together in one place 
to create a single interface for data and insights from pre-construction infrastructure 
planning to SWPPP and permitting.
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SenseHawk is an early-stage California-based developer of software-based management 
tools for the solar energy generation industry with operations in the United States, the UAE, 
and India. SenseHawk’s Solar Digitization Platform SaaS helps with process optimization, 
automation, and asset information management. The SDP enables yield improvement, 
defect identification, progress monitoring, productivity enhancement, cost reduction, 
collaboration, and data management throughout the solar lifecycle. From development and 
construction, through operations and maintenance, SenseHawk software has been 
deployed on 600+ solar sites worldwide.

About SenseHawkAbout SenseHawk
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www.sensehawk.com

For more details, media
contacts can drop an email to
contact@sensehawk.com


